The following 2013 PREA statistics for investigations was submitted online to the Department of Justice. This submission was required by September 1, 2014.

**Total PREA Investigations**

NDCS investigated 151 PREA allegations in 2013.

- Substantiated allegations: 9
- Unsubstantiated allegations: 59
- Unfounded allegations: 75
- Ongoing investigations: 8

**Breakdown by Type of Allegation**

**Non-Consensual Sex Acts Perpetrated by Another Inmate – 16**
- Substantiated allegations: 0
- Unsubstantiated allegations: 3
- Unfounded allegations: 8
- Ongoing investigations: 5

**Abusive Sexual Contact Perpetrated by Another Inmate – 13**
- Substantiated allegations: 2
- Unsubstantiated allegations: 8
- Unfounded allegations: 2
- Ongoing investigations: 1

**Sexual Harassment Perpetrated by Another Inmate– 33**
- Substantiated allegations: 1
- Unsubstantiated allegations: 21
- Unfounded allegations: 11
- Ongoing investigations: 0

**Sexual Misconduct Perpetrated by Staff – 56**
- Substantiated allegations: 2
- Unsubstantiated allegations: 17
- Unfounded allegations: 35
- Ongoing investigations: 2

**Sexual Harassment Perpetrated by Staff – 33**
- Substantiated allegations: 4
- Unsubstantiated allegations: 10
- Unfounded allegations: 19
- Ongoing investigations: 0